What is Yoga?
Yoga is a mind and body practice. It has a long history, and comes originally from
India. It combines physical movement (postures), breath work, and meditation.

WHO CAN PRACTICE YOGA?

WHAT ARE YOGA CLASSES LIKE?

Almost anyone can practice yoga. You can be any age. You do not have
to be very flexible. Yoga can be modified to meet your needs. But it
is important to talk to your health care practitioner before you start.
People with high blood pressure, glaucoma, sciatica and pregnant
women will need to modify or avoid certain movements. You may want
to start by taking a class with a teacher who can help you set up a home
practice.

It depends on the type of yoga class you take. Some
teachers take a more physically focused approach.
Some combine more spiritual and physical elements.
Here are some common types:
 Gentle yoga: Classes are usually calming,
relaxing, and move slowly. They use props like
cushions or blocks to help students relax. This is
also called restorative yoga.
 Flow yoga: Classes move more quickly. Each
posture is usually held only for a short time
before moving to the next posture.
 Alignment-oriented yoga: Classes give
particular attention to the physical body’s
alignment. The postures are usually held longer.
Classes might use props to help students get
their bodies into alignment.
 Hot yoga: Classes involve practicing in heated
rooms.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF YOGA?
Yoga has many benefits. It helps you build your strength and flexibility. It
also helps with your balance.
Research has shown particular benefits for people with:

 Specialty yoga: Classes are designed for
different groups. This includes seniors, children,
pregnant women, and those with special health
conditions. Teachers who work with these groups
should have special training.
Many yoga studios have a style or tradition. Here are a
few common styles:

 Anxiety

 Ashtanga

 Chronic pain

 Bikram

 Depression

 Iyengar

 Lower back pain

 Kundalini

 Osteoarthritis
It has also shown benefits for stress reduction.

You can learn more about these styles on a yoga
studio’s website.

ARE THERE ANY SIDE EFFECTS OR RISKS?

HOW DO I BEGIN?

Yoga is a low impact exercise. It is generally safe for healthy people. The
risk of serious injury is low. Rare side effects are certain types of stroke
and pain from nerve damage. It is important to have a well trained
instructor.

Think about the type of yoga you are interested in.
You may need a teacher with special training. You can
start by looking at the Yoga Alliance website https://
www.yogaalliance.org/directory or the International
Association for Yoga Therapists http://www.iayt.org/
website. Many yoga studios offer introductory classes.
You can ask your local gym or hospital about their yoga
classes. Your health care practitioner also may be able
to recommend someone.

For more information, scan the QR code below,
or visit nciph.org/yoga
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